
 
  

Do you want to live the life you desire and find your gift and talents and share 

these with the world? I would like to share some powerful and very easy things 

you can do to raise your vibration that will bring you into the allowing mode. 

And as you do this you will definitely begin to believe in your heart and are 

moving more into a place of ease. Play with it, get in an endless loop, skip 

things, add things, find your way in this, keep doing this until it becomes a part 

of your morning ritual. Don't worry about the word "will" that represents the 

future because it is all and only about the vibration you're sending out, the 

seeds you're planting. And watch what it will do for you right after the first 

time you'll start to do this.  

  

Believing in Your Vibrational Reality  

Do this every single day at least one time. This way you are empowering your 

belief of the truth who-you-are which is the receiving / allowing mode and 

strengthening your inner power.  

  

Say as if you mean it:  

I believe more and more that Source is everything I can see with my eyes and 

everything I can't see with my eyes. I believe more and more that Source is 

everywhere and that there is no place where it is not. I believe more and more 

that every flower, every tree, every grass halm, every cloud, every house, every 

object and every human comes from the invisible world of Source, I believe 

more and more that there are two realities the visible reality and the invisible 

vibrational reality where everything comes from, I believe more and more that 

Source loves me unconditionally,  that Source listens to me and Source knows 

me, I believe more and more that Source knows my every dream, my every 

wish and my every desire and I believe that the unconditional love of Source 

has already done this for me in the vibrational reality in every detail, I believe 

more and more that with every new desire I have that is born out of my 

contrast in my life Source has adjusted my beautiful version of me in the 

vibrational reality, I believe more and more that I can connect myself with this 



most beautiful vibrational version of me through my emotions, I believe that 

no matter on what good emotion I focus that it connects me immediately with 

my beautiful vibrational version, I believe that Source gave me emotions as a 
gps  

to find the most easiest way, which is also the most joyful way to my 

vibrational version of ME. I believe that Source gave me life for the purpose of 

my expansion and for the expansion of Source because Source is All That IS, I 

believe more and more that life is supposed to be fun and that I have the 
choice to make it an easy and joyful ride, I believe more and more that when I  

choose to see Source in everything my vibrational version will easily manifest in 

this reality, I believe in my heart that I am an eternal being and a extension of 

Source and that Source heard me and loves me unconditionally and that Source 

already has created my most beautiful version for me, I believe that the 

manifesting of my beautiful vibrational version depends on my believe in my 

heart and every moment of my life forward I believe more and more with all of 

my heart in the unconditional love Source has for me.  

  

Always have hope, take care of your dreams and set your intention to believe 

in your heart that your prayers have been heard and it is given. Because it is 

done. Ready for you in the vibrational reality, so make sure you get there.  

  

  

Namaste  

  

  


